1 (SATIRIC COMEDY): “The Numbered”
An Eastern European man with poor English immigrates
to the USA only to find out that whole his existence in
this country is encoded in numbers more than in words.
His communication becomes more and more
disappointing and difficult facing hilarious situations. He
finds the unique way to beat the society with these
“rules” at its own game – the trick that even made him a
hero.

2 (SCI-FI/THRILLER): “Tube Pets”
Underground clinic is cloning pets from DNA for
clients who lost their pets under different reasons.
During the process genetic engineers overlooked a
process when pets begin to acquire human spirit
that creates sometimes fatal consequences for the
owners. A young scientist begins to investigate the
case as it has gone out of hands. There is a surprise
cure to get which the protagonist has to go through
the life of the cloned animal himself.
.

3 (MYSTERY/THRILLER): “Coincidence”
A young ordinary unemployed man in a course of job
search faces a risk of a deadly accident due to a faulty
car he is aware of but postpones to repair. Unexpected
situation that saves his life is just a strange coincidence
that cannot be explained. Further on, his everyday life
begins to pose more of unexplainable “coincidences”
leaving him with the constant dilemma. He begins to
search for the clue and starts analyzing his faith.

4 (DRAMA/ROMANCE): “You Made My Day”
A young man leads the life of an ordinary gigolo as a
Don Juan until accidentally he comes across a book of
a popular crippled (paralyzed) writer where she writes
about an ideal man who made her feel herself a real
woman once in her life. He identifies himself in this
story and his life begins to change dramatically. Once
he finds her he tries to turn over a new leaf – the
decision that throws him into challenging situations.

5 (FAMILY DRAMA/ADVENTURE) “Who Said We Were
Lost”
The family has been going through difficult times of
alienation from each other due to the father’s tight
work schedule, the mother’s depressive character,
teenage daughter’s rebellious wish to split with the
family and go on her own, the little son’s problems
with signs of autism.
On one of the vacation trips to a foreign country
(supposedly Asia) they buy a puppy for which they
have to go through the turmoil to smuggle the puppy
evading legal procedures; their adventure totally turns
once split-up family into consolidated, loving and
caring stronghold.

6 (DRAMA / ADVENTURE) “The Catcher in the Stream”
Three childhood friends struggling with the tough life
they have had for the last decades face deadend situation each in its own way: depression, drug
addiction, prostitution. They find each other thanks to
their childhood dream they once pledged to stay
devoted to. But the spontaneous decision to realize
their dream make them face strong opposition from
the Mother Nature where the critical decision-making
and care about each other make them fight back to
stay alive.

